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Home-grown youth program, Videos for Change wins gold in three categories of the international Anthem Awards, recognising work for social good.

High Resolves are proud to announce that Videos for Change has won three gold Anthem Awards – a newly created international awards program for drivers of positive social change.

The Anthem Awards are presented by The International Academy of Digital Arts & Science, best-known for the internet honours The Webbys. Out of thousands of entries from 36 countries, Videos for Change was named the best in the category of Education, Art and Culture for the awards of Service, Partnership/Collaboration, and Leader of the Year.

The awards were celebrated at a star-studded online event, where Videos for Change was honoured alongside inspiring leaders, projects, and organisations like National Geographic, Trevor Noah: The Daily Show, Naomi Osaka, and the New York Times’ 1619 Project. You can watch all the acceptance speeches here: Anthem Awards Ceremony

Videos for Change was designed as a global platform to empower young people to inspire empathy and action on the social issues that matter to them, and for their voices to be heard worldwide. What began as a national competition in Australia in 2016, now sees tens of thousands of students from 48 countries across six continents participating, with finalist videos showcased at landmark events, like COP26, and amassing hundreds of millions of total views.

About the Anthem Awards
The Anthem Awards is the newest initiative of the leading international awards organisation, The Webby Awards. The Anthem Awards were created to recognise the organisations, brands, and people creating long-lasting social impact around the globe. The initiative is run in partnership with the Ad Council, Born This Way Foundation, Feeding America, GLAAD, Mozilla, NAACP, NRDC, WWF, and XQ.

About Videos for Change
Videos for Change challenges young people to make a video that makes an impact - in under one minute. The program offers an all-in-one digital platform with resources and training educators can use to organise a school competition; support students in self-directed projects; and connect students to a global community by amplifying their messages through international channels. Entries for the Australian Videos for Change competition will be open from April 26 through to 16 September.

Former Videos for Change student winner Anjali, said:

"Videos for Change has broadened my understanding of the world around me and important social issues. I've realised as a young person that I have the power to make a difference and age doesn't define your ability to impact the world and spread a good message."
**Media Release**

**Videos for Change** is delivered by High Resolves and is supported by the Paul Ramsay Foundation, in alignment with the shared vision to elevate the voices of those experiencing cycles of disadvantage and help students build a wider set of capabilities.

**Further info and contact details:**

To learn more about **Videos for Change** and find out how you can get involved, join our free webinars: [https://bit.ly/3pjpTxt](https://bit.ly/3pjpTxt)

Learn more about the Anthem Awards and see the full list of winners here: [www.anthemawards.com](http://www.anthemawards.com)

Learn more about the Paul Ramsay Foundation here: [paulramsayfoundation.org.au](http://paulramsayfoundation.org.au)

**Contacts:**

Marketing and Communications Manager, Natasha Woolley
Phone: 0421 829 963
Email: nw@highresolves.org

Customer Success Manager, Beth Henry
Phone: 0405 736 000
Email: bh@highresolves.org